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SCANNER FOR ELECTRONIC MUSICAL

second sets of conductive lines forming intersecting

INSTRUMENT

rows and columns, a driver for driving the ?rst set of

lines in sequential fashion, a decoder for enabling the
second set of lines in sequential fashion, a plurality of

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

magnetic gate elements having magnetic members jux

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a scanner for elec

taposed with the intersections of the matrix, a manually
operable member for each of the magnetic members

tronic musical instruments and more particularly to
such a scanner adapted for encoding the pulses of a

for selectively rendering the magnetic members opera

pulse train in time position, in response to operated

(.

ones of the keys and control actuators of the instru

second set to produce an output pulse train having
pulses encoded in time position in response to the oper

ment.

2. The Prior Art

ative ones of the magnetic members.

In the copending commonly assigned application of
Morez and Moore, Ser. No. 323,247 filed Jan. 12,
1973, for “Electronic Musical Instrument”, a system
for encoding and decoding pulse information in re

5

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram, partly in sche
matic form, of a scanner incorporating an illustrative

sponse to operated ones of the keys and the control se~
lecting actuators is described. A scanner is employed to

embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of a magnetic gate el
ement associated with the matrix of FIG. 1; and
FIG. 3 is a side elevation of the magnetic gate ele

generate pulses successively on a plurality of outputs,
which are connected independently to electrical

switches associated with the keys of the keyboard of
the musical instrument, and to actuating members of
control selecting switches which are operative to select

ment of FIG. 2, illustrated in exploded fashion.

25
certain control functions for the instrument.
While the system described in the Morez et al. appli

cation operates satisfactorily, it requires an electrical
switch for each key. Such switches require electrical
contacts for making and breaking electrical circuits,
and are thus subject to deteriorating performance due
to oxidation and wear of the contacts, and the adverse

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT
In FIG. 1 a source of clock pulses 10 is shown con
nected to a voltage source by a line 12 and to ground
by a line 14. The output of the source 10 appears on a
linel6 which is connected to the input of a counter 18.
The counter 18 is preferably a seven stage binary

counter, but alternatively may have more stages if de

in?uence of dust. While steps may be taken to increase

the reliability of such switches, such steps generally re
sult in a more complicated and expensive assembly. In
addition, the springs employed in such switches, for

tive to magnetically couple the rows and columns to
gether, and an output gate connected to the lines of the

sired. The counter 18 is connected to a source of posi

tive voltage by a line 20 and to ground by a line 22. The
35 counter 18 changes its state with each pulse supplied to
it over the input line 16, and causes the condition of its

causing them to resume a normal condition after actua

outputs to change in accordance with the binary repre
tion, may not be compatible with the “touch” desired
sentation of the number of pulses supplied over the line
for the keyboard of a musical instrument. Moreover,
16. The counter 18 counts up to its full capacity (i.e.
even with the economy of wiring achieved by the appa
to
its radix), and then resets to zero by counting the
40
ratus described in the Morez et al. application, at least
next
pulse, and continues counting in the same manner.
one separate wire is required for each of the switches,
Outputs from the four lowest stages of the counter 18
and the switches do not lend themselves particularly
are supplied to output lines 23, 24, 25 and 26, and are
well to a construction made up of print circuit boards.
connected to the inputs of a driver unit 28. The driver
45 28 is connected to a source of positive voltage by a line
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
30 and to ground by a line 32. The function of the
driver 28 is to convert the binary representation on the
It is a principal object of the present invention to pro
four
input lines 23-26 to a one-of-twelve energization
vide a more simplified scanner for encoding the pulses
of 12 output lines 31-42. There are 16 combinations of
of a pulse train in accordance with operated ones of the
voltage levels on the lines 23-26, which combinations
keys of the keyboard and actuating members of control
are manifested successively. The 12 output lines 31-42
selecting switches.
of the driver 28 are energized in response to 12 of
Another object of the present invention is to reduce
them. The other four are ignored, as far as the present
invention is concerned, and none of the outputs 31-42

the number of wires which are necessary to intercon

nect the units operated by the keys of the keyboard.
A further object of the present invention is to provide

55 is energized in response to these four. The driver 28

comprises a plurality of gates connected in a manner
well known in the art to produce the described outputs
on the lines 31-42, and therefore, they need not be de
scribed in detail. In one form of utilization, the 12 lines
31-42 are used in the keying of the 12 notes of the

a scanner which does not require switches to make and

break electrical circuits for the manually operable keys
and control selectors.

Another object of the present invention is to provide
a scanner employing elements which are particularly

chromatic musical scale, one line being common to oc
tavely related keys.
.
The lines 31-42 form one set of lines of a matrix 44,

well adapted to printed circuit construction.
These and other objects and advantages of the pres
ent invention will become manifest upon an examina

tion of the following description and the accompanying

drawings.
In one embodiment of the present invention there is
provided a scanner comprising a matrix having first and

65

which comprises an assembly of 72 magneticcores 46.
Each of the cores 46 is located at an intersection be
tween one of the lines of the set comprising the lines
31-42 and one of the lines of the set comprising the

3
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lines 47-52. The lines 31-42 form the columns of the
matrix 44, while the lines 47-52 form the rows.
Each of the lines 31-42 is connected, at its upper

cause it to produce an output on the line 90. However,
when one of the cores 46 is effective to produce a pulse
on the energized line 47-52 which opposes the current
end, which is remote from the driver 28, to a reference
produced by the decoder 102, current ?ow through the
potential established at a junction 62 by a voltage di 5 matrix 44 is blocked, and more current is supplied to

vider 54. The voltage divider 54 incorporates a pair of

an input of the gate 84. Such pulses are produced by

resistors 56 and 58, interconnected between a source
of positive voltage connected to a terminal 60 and

the cores 46, under certain conditions, in response to
the pulses on the lines 31-42. Accordingly, as the ma
trix is scanned during each cycle of the counter 18, a
train of pulses is produced on the line 90 at the output

ground. The junction 62, between the resistors 56 and
58, is connected in common to the upper end of the
lines 31-42. The junction 62 is also connected to

ground by way of a capacitor 64, which stabilizes. the
voltage level at the junction.
The left-hand end of each of the lines 47-52 ‘is con

of the gate 84, each of said pulses being produced by
a core located at the intersection of two lines which are

energized simultaneously.

nected to the junction 66 of a voltage divider 68 having

The cores 46 are normally not able to magnetically
couple the lines 31-42 with the lines 47-52, as they are

resistors 70 and 72 connected in series between a
source of positive potential, connected to a terminal

field. Because of their saturated condition, the mag

74, and ground. A capacitor 76 is connected from the
junction 66 to ground, to stabilize the voltage.

normally saturated by a relatively intense magnetic
netic ?ux in the cores 46 is not changed as a result of

pulsing any of the lines 31-42, and accordingly no volt
age pulse is induced in any of the lines 47-52. When
the magnetic ?eld is removed from a core, however,

The right-hand end of each of the lines 47-52 is con
nected through one of a plurality of resistors 78-83 to
six separate inputs of a gate 84. The gate 84 is con
such that the core is no longer saturated, the core is
nected to a source of positive voltage by a line 86 and
then operative as a transformer to magnetically couple
is also connected to ground by a line 88. It produces an
one of the lines 31-42 to one of the lines 47-52, and
output pulse on an output line 90 in response to the oc 25 to induce a pulse in one of the lines 47-52, resulting in
currence of a pulse on any of the lines 47-52.
the application of a pulse on one of the six inputs of the
' The line 90 is connected to the input of an ampli?er
gate 84. Accordingly, the cores 46 act as magnetic
92. The amplifier 92 is connected to a source of posi
gates, interconnecting the input lines 31-42 with the

tive voltage by a line 94, and to ground by a line 96.

output lines 47-52 only when the saturating magnetic

The output of the amplifier 96 is connected to an out

field is removed. As described hereinafter, the move

put terminal 98, which is adapted to be connected to
the apparatus for decoding the pulse train in the man

ment of the magnetic ?eld is accomplished by depres
sion of a key of the keyboard, or movement of a control

ner described in the. aforementioned Morez et' al. appli

selector actuator.

I

cation.
The apparatus for supporting a core 46, and for mov
The gate 84 functions simply as a mixer and allows 35 ing the saturating magnetic ?eld, relative to the core,
a signal present on anyone of its six inputs to be passed
is shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. The core 46 is supported by
to the output line 90, while maintaining the other input
a bracket 114 formed of plastic or another insulating
lines isolated from the output signal.
material. The bracket supports a pair of wire loops, one
Three lines 98-100, connected to the highest order
having ends 116 and 117, and the other having ends
stages of the counter 18, are connected to the inputs of
118 and 119, in a position so that the loops link the
a decoder unit 102. The decoder 102 is connected to

core 46. The two loops are connected in circuit with
one of the lines 31-42 and with one of the lines 47-52,

a source of positive potential by a line 104 and is also
connected to ground by a line 106. The function of the

respectively. The bracket 114 is held in positionrela

decoder 102 is the same as that described above for the

tive to a housing 120, by means of ?aps 122 which are

driver 28, and its output lines 107-112 are energized 45 disposed below projections 124 extending from the sur
successively in response to eight distinct combinations
face of the bracket 114. The ?aps 122 are secured to
of signal levels on the lines 98-100. Six of the eight
the housing 120.
combinations of voltage levels on the lines 98-100
A plunger assembly 126 is mounted within the hous
bring about an energization of one of the six output
ing 120 in slidable relationship therewithin. The
50
lines 107-112 of the decoder 102. (The other two lev
plunger assembly 126 has a projection 128 adapted to
els are not used in this embodiment). The energized
be engaged by an actuating member 130 such as a key
condition of each of the output lines 107-112 persists
of the keyboard or an actuating member provided for
for a period of i6 pulses, i.e., for a complete cycle of
the selection of a control function, and the plunger 126
the 16 combinations manifested on the output lines ' is adapted to slide vertically within the housing 120, in
23-26 of the counter 18. The six lines 107-112 are thus 55 response to depression of the key 130. The upper sur
each in turn, supplied with a high potential for 16 cy
face of the housing 120 is de?ned by an upper wall 132,
cles of the source 10, during which the four lines 23-26
having an upwardly extending tubular projection 134 in
manifest 16 separate combinations, bringing about the
which a cylindrical portion 136 of the plunger 126 is
sequential energization of the output lines 31-42 of the 60 slidably mounted. A spring 140 operates to maintain
driver 28.
the plunger 126 in its upper position. The spring 140 is
The outputs of the decoder 102 are high impedance
located with its upper end disposed in a recess within
(i.e., constant current) outputs. As long as the current
the portion 136, and its lower end held in place by a
?owing on an energized one of the lines 107-112 is per
pilot 142 which is supported by the ?aps 122 above the
mitted to ?ow through its associated resistor 78-83 and 65 core 46,
then through its associated cores of the matrix 44 to the
The lower portion of the plunger assembly 126 in
junction 66 of the voltage divider 68, there is insuf?
cludes alpair of brackets 144 and 146 adapted to sup
cient current supplied to the inputs of the gate 84 to
port a pair of permanent magnets 148 and 150, respec

3,828,643
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tively. When the plunger assembly 126 is in its upper

the output 90 of the gate 84. Thus, only 18 wires are

position, shown in FIG. 2, the magnets 148 and 150 are

needed to connect all of the cores 72 associated with

positioned so that the core 46 is between them. The

the keyboard with the driver 28 and the decoder 102,
only 12 wires are required for the set including lines
31-42, and only six for the other set.

magnets 148 and 150 are poled in aiding relationship,
to establish a magnetic field'in which the flux flows
from the magnet 148 across the space occupied by the

In the disclosed embodiment, 61 of the 72 cores and

magnetic gates are actuated by keys of a keyboard, and

core 46 and then to the magnet 150. The flux returns
from the magnet 150 to the magnet 148, to form a com

the remainder are available to be actuated by other ac
tuating members to select control functions as ex

plete magnetic circuit, by ?owing through the air and
other paramagnetic material in the vicinity of the mag‘

plained in the Morez et al. application. Of course, more
key and more control selecting switches may be added

nets, to the surfaces of the magnets 148 and 150 which
face away from the core 46. As a result, the magnetic
field established by the magnets 148 and 150 is most

to the apparatus illustrated in FIG. 1 by enlarging the
size of the matrix 44, and making corresponding in

intense in the space directly between the magnets
where the core 46 is located when the plunger is in its

upper position.

creases in the size of the driver 28, the decoder 102 and
the counter 18.
In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, the 18 wires

At a location slightly above the magnets 148 and 150,
the intensity of the magnetic field drops to zero. Above

required to wire the keyboard may pass along the
length of the keyboard, and be connected to various

this location the field intensity increases as a result of

ones of the leads 116-119 as appropriate. Preferably,

the return flux ?owing in the opposite direction. The 20 the magnetic gate units are mounted on a printed cir
cuit board extending the full length of the keyboard of
point at which the magnetic field intensity is substan
tially zero is between the area of concentrated flux be
the instrument, and the 18 wires of the matrix 44 then
take the form of printed circuit conductors passing
tween the magnets and the area occupied by the return
along the printed circuit board with the various con
flux.
'
The magnetic gate is actuated by depressing the pro~ 25 ductors being soldered to the leads 116—119. This sup
ports the magnetic gates in proper position under the
jection 128, to move the plunger assembly 126 down
keys of the keyboard.
wardly relative to the core 46, and the magnetic ?eld
It is to be understood that less than all of the features
established by the magnets 148 and 150 is moved

downwardly with the plunger assembly. The length of
stroke of the plunger assembly 126 is sufficient to bring
the location of minimum field intensity into the vicinity

of the invention herein described can be utilized to ad
30

of the core 46, so that depression of the projection 128
effectively removes the core 46 from the region of in
tense magnetic field between the two magnets 148 and

vantage, if desired, but that the preferred form of the
invention is that which has been described.
Although various minor modifications might be sug
gested by those versed in the art, it should be under
stood that I wish to embody within the scope of the pa

150, to a region of negligible magnetic field slightly
above the magnets 148 and 150. Accordingly, depres

sonably and properly come within the scope of my con

sion of the projection 128 is effective to permit the

tribution to the art.

tent warranted hereon, all such embodiments as rea

What is claimed is:
transformation of a pulse from one of the input lines
1. Apparatus for generating a plurality of pulses in a
31—42 to one of the output lines 47~52.
As described and claimed in the aforementioned 40 pulse train, each of said pulses being encoded in time
position in response to actuation of one of a plurality
Morez et al. application, the pulse train produced at the

output terminal 98 is manipulated and then, decoded

of keys of a musical instrument, comprising in combi

nation:
in order to cause selected musical tones to be sounded,
a. a plurality of ferromagnetic cores arranged in a
and to execute certain control functions.
matrix having two sets of intersecting conducting
A decoder unit 160 is connected to the counter 18 45

via lines 162, and functions to produce, at an output
terminal 164, a pulse at the same point during each
cycle of the counter 18. The decoder unit 160 is con
nected to a source of positive voltage by a line 166 and
to ground by a line 168. The input lines 162 are conve

niently connected to the appropriate outputs of the
counter 18, so as to produce a pulse at the output ter
minal 164 in response to the counter reaching a prede
termined count. The decoder 160 is preferably a gate
55
of conventional design, so that the details of its con

struction need not be described. The output of the de
coder 160 marks the beginning of each cycle of opera

lines, each of said cores occupying a position juxta
posed with an intersection of said sets;
b. a magnetic field generator for normally maintain
ing each of said cores in saturated condition to ren

der it incapable of transforming a signal from a line
of said first set to a line of said second set;
c. a movable member connected with each of said

keys for selectively unsaturating one of said cores
to permit said core to transform a signal from a line -

of said ?rst set to a line of said second set; and
d. a driver connected to one of said sets of lines for

successively energizing individual ones of said
cores to produce said pulse train in accordance
with operated ones of said keys.
paratus, as explained in the aforementioned Morez et 60
2. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said mag
al. application.
netic field generator comprises a permanent magnet
By the use of the present invention the electrical ap
juxtaposed with said core for normally maintaining it in
paratus associated with a keyboard of an electronic
a saturated condition.
musical instrument may be more simply wired than by
3. Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the cores
the use of the key switches typically used in the prior
of said matrix are arranged in a linear array, and said
art. One of the magnetic gates illustrated in FIGS. 2 and
keys are arranged in a linear array directly above said
3 is disposed under each key of the keyboard of the in
cores.
strument and depression of the key produces a pulse on

tion, and is effective for synchronizing the decoding ap

3,828,643
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,

4. Apparatus according to claim 3, wherein each of

8

9. Apparatus according to claim 5, including a source
of clock pulses and a counter connected to said clock

said cores is provided with a bracket for supporting said

core, first and second conductors extending through
said core, said conductors being mounted on said

pulses, said decoder being connected with said counter ‘
and connected to energize individual lines of said sec,

bracket, and having terminals extending outwardly

ond set in response to thestate of said counter, for en

from said bracket by which said conductors are con

abling each of the lines of said second set for a plurality

nected to the lines of said two sets.

of cycles of said clock pulse source.
10. Apparatus according to claim 9, wherein said de

'

5. In an electronic musical instrument having a plu

rality of selectively operable actuating members includ

coder is connected to the lines of said second set

ing selectively operable keys and control actuators, the '

combination comprising:
a. a matrix formed with a plurality of conducting lines

arranged in first and second sets, the lines of the
first set intersecting the lines of the second set;
b. a plurality of ferromagnetic core members juxta

through‘individual resistors, and including a gate con
nected directly to the outputs of said decoder for pro
ducing an output signal whenever a signal is present on
any of said second plurality of lines by the transforming
action of one of said ferromagnetic members.

‘

11. Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein said fer

posed with intersections of said matrix;

romagnetic members comprise ferromagnetic cores

c. a driver for applying pulses sequentially to the lines
linking said lines at a plurality of intersections thereof.
of said first set;
d. a decoder for sequentially enabling the lines of said
12. Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein said
second set to successively and individually scan 20 magnetic ?eld generators-comprise a permanent mag
said core members;
net for each of said ferromagnetic members, said mag
e. a plurality of movable magnetic ?eld generators
net being movable relative to its ferromagnetic member
connected with said actuating members for selec
between a ?rst position in which said magnetic member

tively being movable to a position enabling individ

is magnetically saturated by the flux produced by said

ual ones of said core members to transform signals 25 permanent magnet, and a second position at which said
from the lines of said first set to the lines of said
magnetic member is not magnetically saturated.
second set; and
13. Apparatus according to claim 12, including a
f. means connected to said matrix for producing out
housing for supporting said magnetic member in ?xed

put signals, when pulses are applied to said core
condition, and a movable assembly connected with said
members over the lines of said first set, in response 30 actuating members for carrying said magnet, said as
to each enabled magnetic core member which is
sembly supported to be movable in rectilinear relation
juxtaposed with an intersection of an enabled line
ship relative to said ferromagnetic member, said mag
of said second set.

'

6. Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein said actu
ating members comprise a plurality of keys arranged as

35

a keyboard of a musical instrument.

net being juxtaposed with said ferromagnetic member
when said actuating member is in said ?rst position,
and displaced from said ferromagnetic member when
said actuating member is moved to said second posi

7. Apparatus according to claim 5, including a gate
tion.
having inputs connected to the lines of said second set
14. Apparatus according to claim 5, including a sec
and arranged to provide, on a single output line, a train
ond decoder, connected with the ?rst decoder and with
of pulses encoded in time position in response to oper 40 said driver for generating a synchronizing pulse at a
ated ones of said actuating members.
predetermined time within each cycle of said driver
8. Apparatus according to claim 5, including a
and said ?rst decoder.
counter and a source of clock pulses connected to said

15. Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein said de

counter, said driver being connected to said counter

coder provides a constant current signal on one of said
and responsive to the state of said counter for succes 45 lines of said second set, to enable said line to conduct

sively energizing a plurality of outputs connected to the

pulses transformed by said cores.

lines of said first set.
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